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In an earlier Note (5), * the author developed theory of vectorvalued iunctions, especially almost periodic functions and ergodic
functions on a semi-group G into a locally convex vector space E
and proved the existence theorem of the mean value of ergodic
function for some spaces.
In this Note, we shall consider a locally convex vector space E
such that every ergodic function f(x) has the mean M(f). Therefore, there is an M(f) of E such that, for any n.b.d. U,

M(f) -1-- ,f(ad) U
and

M(f)- 1__

f(cb.,) U

for some a,(i=l, 2,..., n), b:(j--1, 2,..., m) and all c, d of G.
III. Invariant linear space of ergodic functions
The following propositions are clear.
Proposition 3.1. A constant function f(x)f has the mean

f:

M(I)-- f.
Proposition 3.2.

If f(x)

is ergodic, then

af(x) is ergodic and

M(af)--aM(f).
Definition 3. Let be a set of ergodic functions. T2 is said
to be a left invariant linear set, if it satisfies the following conditions:
(3) for any element a of G and f(x)
and f(x), g(x)
( 4 ) for any reals, a,
be a left invariant linear set of ergodic
Theorem 8. Let

,

function, then

( 5, )
(6)

_

M,(f(ax))=M,(f(x)),

i(af+ Bg)=ai(f) +/gM(g).
Proof. Let f
and U any n.b.d., then there are elements
a, a,..., a, and d of G such that
M,( f (ax)) -1-- f (aa, d) U.
n

"

Thus M(f(ax)) is U-left mean of f(x). This proves (5).
We shall prove M(f+ g)-- M(f) + M(g). Since the Propositions
1, 2, we have the equality (6). For a given n.b.d. U, we can find
Additional references are given in (5).
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a, a.,. ., a, of G such that
M(f) -1-!- -,f(ad) U.
(7)

n
is an invariant linear set, 1 -,g(ax) is
2or a given n.b.d. V, there are b, b.,..., b such
1
1
g(abd)

Since

:

ergodic, therefore,

that
e V.

This shows that

1

M
Hence
8)

g (ax)

M(g(x)).

M(g(x))-1_
ff g(abd)
tn ,

V.

From (7), we have
(9)

M,(f(x))-

Thus, (8) and (9) imply
M,(f(x) + g(x))-

Hence,

mn

1

g(abd) U.

(fabd) + g(a,bd)) U+ V.

we have

M(f +g)=Mf)+ M(g).
Dfinition 4. Let f (x) be a function of G to E. f(x) is said
to be strong ergodic, if for any n.b.d. U, there is an element f of
E such that
f- Z f(cad) U

n =
for some a, a,..., a, and any c, d of G.
We call f the strong mean of f(x), and denote it by M(f).
If G has unit, every strong ergodic function is ergodic..
I2 f(x) is strong ergodic, then f(cxd) is strong ergodic. Moreover, if f(x), g(x) are strong ergodic, then af(x)+g(x) is stro
ergodic. We shall show f(x)+g(x) is strong ergodic. For a given
n.b.d. U, we can find f, g, and a,..., a,, b,..., b such that

(ca g)

u

and
g- 1__

g(cbd) U.

Hence
f_ 1_

mn

and

, f (cabl)

U
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, g(cabd)
g-mn

.

Therefore, we have

f/ g_ 1_
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U.

(f(cabg) + g(cabd)) U+ U.

This shows that f(x)+g(x) is strong ergodic.
Theorem 9. Let f(x), g(x) be strong ergodic functions, then
af(x) + g(x) is strongly ergodic, and
(10)

M(af + g)=aM(f) + M(g),

f(cxd) is strong ergodic, and
M( f (cxd)) M( f (x)).
Any constant functions f(x)f is strong ergodic and
M(f(x))=f

(11)

(12)

IV. A mean value theorem of almost periodic functions
Suppose that a given semi-group G has unit element. Let f(x)
be a vector-space valued function on G.
For every n.b.d. U, here are two elements ao, bo and a family
of sets, A,..., A of G such that

A=G.
c, deG and x, yeA imply
f (Caoxbod)- f(Caoybod) e U.
e A implies f(x):f(y) e U.
cyd
cxd,
(15)
of G. Such
We shall consider a minimal decomposition {A}..:
a decomposition exists. Therefore, we shall apply the combinatorial
method by W. Maak (2), and we can take elements h of A(=. )
such that
hecaoAbod for all c,d of G,...,
where
(i=l, 2,..., n) is some permutation of A. Therefore, we
elements
find
can
h such that
h eA
h caohbod,
for every i. For a e A, we have
1 f(caoabog) 1
(f(a)

(14)

A

f(cao%bog))

f(ao)-

1

(f(a)- f(h)) + A

1

1
U+

U+
On the other

[f(h)- f(caoabod)}

(f(h)-f(cao%bod))

(f(h)-f(caoabod)).
hand, since h=caohbod,

n

we have
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(f(h,)-f(caoa,bod)) U.

f (a,)_ I__ _f (caoa,bod) e 2U.

1

BuCking here c-d-l, we have

(17)

1

Z f (aob,5o)

=i

1

f(a,)
-i

et 66o=, be Bioe (i), (I?), e baYe
for every c, d of G. Therefore, we have the following
Theorem 10. Any almost periodic function on G is ergodie.
From the theorem for existence of mean value of any ergodic
function, we have
Theorem 11. Any almost periodic function on a semi-group into
a Banach space has one and only one mean.
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